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Tara Njála Ingvarsdóttir og Silfrún Una Guðlaugsdóttir. Flúú, 2020. Innsetningarmyndir, 

staðsett í hugmyndasmiðjunni á Kjarvalsstöðum. Á myndinni sést verkin Fugla-tal-tæki fyrir 

tvo og Fyrsta flugið varpað á vegg. Fararsnið, útskriftarsýning BA nema í myndlist við LHÍ, 

Listasafn Reykjavíkur, Kjarvalsstaðir, 13. - 17. júní 2020, Reykjavík. Ljósmynd: Claudia 

Hausfeld og Anne Rombach.  
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Tara og Silla. Flúúú: Fulga-tal-tæki fyrir tvo, 2020. Til þess að tala við fugla. Inn blásum við, 

og raddir okkar sameinast í einn einstakan fuglasöng. Vídeógjörningur, 2:21. 
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Tara og Silla. Flúúú: fugla-tal-tæki fyrir tvo 2020. Fulga-tal-tæki fyrir tvo útskýringamynd. 

Útskýringamynd á fugla-tal-tækinu fyrir tvo og virkni þess. Sýnt á sýningarplakkatinu fyrir 

utan innsetninguna. 
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Tara og Silla, Flúú: fyrsta flugið, 2020. Mynd af innsetningu, varpað aftan frá á efni tímasetningu 

fyrsta flugsins. Ljósmyndir: Claudia Hausfeld og Anne Rombach.  
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Tara og Silla. Flúúú: fyrsta flugið 2020. Skjáskot úr vídeógjörningi af opnurnar gjörninginum 

Fyrsta flugið. Á sýningunni tókum við okkar fyrsta flug, af þaki Kjarvalsstaða, upp og út. 

Lengd: 6:58.  
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Tara og Silla. Flúúú: Fyrsta flugið, 2020. Hljómsveitin Gróa tekur ábreiðu á laginu Ég er 

frjáls eftir Pétur Bjarnason á opnunargjörningi. Hér sjást gestir með fugla á priki. Stillur úr 

vídeóverkinu Fyrsta flugið.  
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Tara og Silla. Flúúú: Fyrsta flugið, 2020. Hljómsveitin Gróa tekur ábreiðu á laginu Ég er 

frjáls eftir Pétur Bjarnason á opnunargjörningi. Stillur úr skrásetningar vídeó af gjörninginum 

Fyrsta flugið.  
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Tara og Silla. Flúúú: Fyrsta flugið, 2020. Hér sést Pétur Bjarnason með fugl á priki, hann 

skrifaði lagið Ég er frjáls. Stilla úr skrásetningar vídeó af gjörninginum Fyrsta flugið. 
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      Abstract 

This thesis outlines the practice of my collaboration with fellow artist Silfrún Una 

Guðlaugsdóttir, in our duo Tara & Silla, and our works. The thesis is an attempt to put 

our work into context and conversation with other artists and the canon. Over the next six 

chapters, I introduce the idea of the sandbox. The sandbox is a method we established of 

co-creation, where a frame is built, the tools are put in, the rules of the game are set and 

others are invited to play. The goal of building sandboxes, of creating these works, is to 

find a sense of freedom, agency, and magic. To explain this metaphor I reference the 

philosophies and works of other collaborative groups including The Icelandic Love 

Corporation, the Imposter Poets as well as literary thinkers, Susan Sontag, Maggie 

Nelson, Ursula K. Le Guin, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. Throughout our works and 

the works of others whom we are inspired by, constant change is the key; the framework 

morphs, the rules shift, the invitation goes out to new and different people and what 

manifests as a result is magic.  
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Introduction  

We abide by cultural directives that urge us: clarify each thought each experience, 

so you can cull from them their single, dominant meaning and, in the process 

become a responsible adult who knows what he or she thinks. But what I try to 

show is the opposite: how at every moment, the world presents us with a 

composition in which a multitude of meanings and realities are available, and you 

are able to swim, lucid, and self-contained, in that turbulent sea of multiplicity. 

 Richard Foreman  1

In her book, The Art of Cruelty Maggie Nelson comments that she, after sitting through 

an hour of a Foreman play, was “able to swim in such a sea.”  That the experience 2

seemed to somehow be a start to sense of worthwhile human freedom - and I would argue 

that is the goal of experience. It is difficult to talk about performance art, and its value. 

Often the conversation goes straight into its ethical implications, but I wonder how you 

can put a value to experience.  If the goal is to feel a sense of worthwhile human freedom 

- and in an experience you can reach a sense of that - it is important to explore how that 

freedom is reached and how we can understand it.  

In the Spring of 2017, I began to collaborate and work with Silfrún Una 

Guðlaugsdóttir, known as Silla, when we opened up an art space called Vatnshelda 

Galleríið, or The Waterproof Gallery. The space had the purpose to offer a platform of 

sharing and exchange. Silla and I now have been working as an artist duo under the name 

of “Tara & Silla”. 

 

Working with Silfrún allowed us to develop a framework together that we referred to 

as a sandbox, which applied to all our work created under our name “Tara & Silla”. In the 

sandbox we believe that we can do anything, and that anything can happen. Curiosity is 

1Maggie Nelson, The Art of Cruelty. (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2011) 51. 
2 Ibid., 51. 
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often what sparks the flame in our process. Though the works take different forms, they 

are all connected by curiosity, play and an infatuation with magic. Starhawk, a witch 

whose teachings I came across some years ago says that “[m]agic is the art of creating 

consciousness at will.”  I would say that the creating consciousness at will, is also the 3

magic that art can conjure, or is often the product of art. This is the definition of magic to 

which I refer to in the essay.  

 

To expand on this I will give a detailed description of our collaborative works. I will 

highlight four works we created in collaboration: I'm Sorry Company, ÓUBA, Vatnshelda 

Galleríið (the Waterproof Gallery), and Tara and Silla’s Hair Salon, and outline their 

installation and their context. 

 

Our practice includes performance, happenings, installations and whatever medium 

we need to use to relay our curiosities. We are sitting in a metaphorical sandbox, and 

most of our thinking, work and problem solving happens there. Over time we are 

developing and filling our sandboxes with more “toys” or tools that we can use to explore 

our ideas, often inviting others to join us in the playing. Through playing, our aim is to 

reach a sense of sincerity, to explore real feelings.  
 

One more primary aim of this thesis is to explore the question of how I am able to put 

my practice and work in conversation with the work of others. To do so, I will introduce 

philosophies found in Ursula K Le Guin's fantastical science-fiction, talk about the act of 

play in art and relate to Maggie Nelson’s poignant book: The Art of Cruelty, Susan 

Sontag and her essay “Notes on Camp”, Claire Bishop’s Artificial Hell, along with artists 

who inspire me and my practice such as The Imposter Poets and the Icelandic Love 

Corporation. 

  

3 Starhawk. The Spiral Dance: a rebirth of the ancient religion of the great goddess. New York: HarperCollins, 
1979, 27. 
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1. Building Sandboxes - explaining the metaphor 

The sandbox is the very material you use to build it. It is what color you chose to paint it. 

It is what tools you put inside of it, it is what everyone who enters brings to it. It is what 

happens in between each space and person in the sandbox. The four key elements to 

building sandboxes are 1. The framework, 2. how the game rules are set, 3. the invitation 

to others to play, and 4. how the act of taking on roles activates the work and the 

collaboration that happens within them.  

1.1 Sandboxes as a space 

When beginning a new work, we, Tara & Silla start to construct the sandbox. Most of our 

conceptual work and problem solving happens inside the sandbox. This sandbox 

metaphor encompasses our collaborative practice as it touches many aspects of our 

process and work. We have created many projects together in this way, facilitated spaces, 

paintings, happenings, and performances in many different social situations. 

 

We have used familiar forms, like the gallery or the company, and in doing so the 

work parallels our own realities. We set the frame, but inside that frame a lot of things 

can happen that are outside of the general constructs of life.  

1.2 Our works - an overview 

In this essay I will discuss four examples of how the sandbox is built. The following four 

works are introduced and summarized briefly within the sandbox framework in the graph 

below. I will delve deeper into them further in the essay. 
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Chart 1: The Sandbox in Practice 

Work 
Sandbox 
Frame Invitation to Play 

Our Role 
Taken 

The Game rules- 
examples not limited 

to Slogan 

I'm Sorry 
Company Company 

Sessions held for 
one person at a 

time 

Working at the 
I'm sorry 
company 

I'm sorry company 
manifesto, figure x 

Teaching people to learn 
to say I'm sorry through 

song 

Óuba 
Transporta
tion tube 

Participant 
activated 

installation  
See pamphlet from 
opening, figure x 

Word-moving-instrumen
t 

Vatnshelda 
Galleríið Gallery 

Open calls, 
collaborations Gallarists 

You can control the 
type of rain over the 

gallery 

The Gallery is not 
waterproof so works 

have to be 

Tara and 
Silla's Hair 

Salon Hair Salon 
People get 

haircuts or cut hair Hairdressers Anyone can cut hair We cut hair 

 

1.3 The I’m Sorry Company 

The framework, or the sandbox, for our work the I’m Sorry Company  is a company. The 4

I’m Sorry Company teaches people to say “I’m Sorry” through song. Silfrún and I, the 

executives of the company, hold individual sessions where we go through our formula  5

and end by singing with the clients the apology in a song which we have written together.  

 

The Formula is as follows:  

 

1. Interview with the I’m Sorry Company 

-What are you saying sorry for and why? 

-To whom are you apologizing? 

-What kind of music does the person you are apologizing to like? 

4 See image 7 
5 See image 10 
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2. Step into the shoes (the participants are invited to step into a pair of oversized 

shoes) 

3. You are now ready to enter the studio 

4. Get your sorry on 

 

We are dedicated to helping people learn to make conscious apologies. When the 

audience arrives at our office they find a brochure which includes the formula and 

information about how the session will proceed, along with our company manifesto (see 

manifesto below). The brochure asks: ‘Do you have trouble taking responsibility?’ ‘How 

do you react when you’ve hurt someone?’ ‘Do you get defensive?’ This sets the 

atmosphere we invite people to step into during the sessions.  

 

It is very important to us that the audience is informed on the content of the session 

before they enter. The session begins with an interview where we ask the participant who 

they would like to apologize to and why. After this discussion we ask what kind of music 

does the person you are apologizing to like, finally they are invited to step into the shoes 

of the other person. The shoes are very large and operate as a metaphor for seeing 

something from someone else’s point of view by ‘stepping into their shoes’ literally.  We 

then invite them into our studio where we improvise a song with the participant as a 

collaborator.  

 

The Manifesto  sets the tone for the session:  6

 

“Take Responsibility 

It is about the other not you 

Give space to the other to heal  

Listen to the other  

Hear the other 

6 See image 9 
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Take it to heart 

Take Responsibility”  7

 

The Manifesto is to be read as soon as the participant enters the space. As we are 

dealing with sensitive subjects and our aim is that the performance is a genuine 

experience we do not take on a character but rather a role. In this work we rely on some 

of the formalities of a company, but allow ourselves to create our own possible 

application of what that can be or mean.  8

2. Shifting the rules 

When we accept society's rules as they are, we forget to question them. A key element to 

the forming of the sandbox is the shifting of the game rules. I have examined the way in 

which Ursula K. Le Guin shifts the laws of nature in her science fictional literature to 

reveal constructs embedded in society. It is pertinent to the imagination to imagine other 

alternatives. Le Guin says, “We live in capitalism, its power seems inescapable - so did 

the divine right of kings.”  Point and thought. The only way to shift how we think about 9

things is to dream of ways that they can be otherwise, to dream ourselves into something.  

2.1 Consciousness, science fiction and freedom; Ursula K. Le Guin  

Ursula K. Le Guin raises consciousness through fantasy science fiction. In her novel 

Changing Planes, which is comprised of fifteen different worlds within our 

understanding of human society, she shifts our understanding of ‘laws of nature’ or 

reality. Each story reveals truths in societies, like our own, where there is a key shift in 

the laws of nature. In one reality humans have started to genetically modify themselves, 

animals and objects with DNA from other species, and she explores mostly the 

consequences of this but also small delights. This method of bending and exploring 

7 See image 9 
8 Find out more at http://www.imsorrycompany.com 
9 Arwen Curry. Worlds of Ursula K. Le Guin. Rented film on Appletv. (New York: Grasshopper Film, 2018.) 
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alternatives to how we live now, is a key to exploring freedoms we don’t experience. Le 

Guin talks about science fiction as a metaphor for the reality that we are actually living 

now. On creating this shift Le Guin says “I have come to believe that every story must 

make its own rules, and obey them.”  

 

Le Guin’s body of work reveals the immense power in creative thought. By bending 

and changing the laws of nature – or like in the sandbox the game rules – it is actually 

possible to crack open our understanding of things. From there it can be rethought. Inside 

the sandbox, the game rules are set and the tools are added in. Which leads to the 

question;  how can shifting the game rules in our work to create a platform for play and 

exploration with others, lead to finding magic. 

2.2 Shifting the Rules in our works 

 I’m Sorry Company, the rules of conversation and ways of speaking are built upon the 

manifesto.  Each visit, and each song that comes out as a result of the manifesto and the 10

process is unique because each individual visitor is unique. For example, we have 

screamed a heavy metal song with someone about their sorrow of not visiting their 

grandmother often enough. You can never predict how the song will come out, and what 

does happen in those moments - in the space between us and the participator - is an 

invaluable product.  

The following work will be examined in detail below, but their premise also stems 

from the rules that are set. Here are some brief examples: 

In Vatnshelda Galleríið the rule is that the gallery is not waterproof, so the work has 

to be.  In the ÓUBA, words are physical objects that can be moved. At our hair salon, we 

cut hair. The game rules are set, which creates a space for us to expand our ideas and 

learn, the next step being to invite others to do the same.  

10 See image 9 
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3. An Invitation to Play 

Once the sandbox is built, and the rules are set, people are invited inside it to play.  

In Vatnshelda Galleríið we built a rain machine , inviting others to become “weather 11

gods” and choose how it would rain above their performances. In an I’m Sorry Company 

session we welcome people into our office, go through a guided session and co-create a 

song with each of our audience members.  These actions are activated through acts of 

play and they bend how we would normally function between each other.  

Claire Bishop’s Artificial Hell poses questions on the nature of participatory art.  Not 12

least that it is important to be aware of how you value your own work and success; what 

ethics are being advocated; how authorship is acknowledged; how agency is shared. I 

would say that having clear game-rules is an important key to addressing these concerns 

before people are invited into a work.  

3.1 Come try the word-moving-instrument 

In our exhibition ÓUBA we created the framework between two places where words 

were sent as objects that traveled between two people through a device called the ÓUBA.  

In November 2019,  Silla and I opened the exhibition ÓUBA: the 

word-sendi-line-tube. When we started to play with the material, the 160 meter length 

tube made of pvc, we began by sending sounds and words to each other. There was a 

magical moment when we first sent words through the tube and we realized that the 

sound was able to travel through the whole length of the tube, or 160 meters. Through the 

tube it is even possible to feel the physicality of the air taking the sound from one 

opening, through the tube, to the other. At that point we really wanted to share that 

11 See image 5 
12 Bishop, Claire. Artificial Hell: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship. (New York: Verso Books, 
2012) 6. 
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‘magical’ moment and the idea of sending/moving sounds, words, became our focus 

point. 

 

ÓUBA: the word-sendi-line-tube materialized as an installation which was activated 

by it’s participants. Its purpose was to invite people to move words physically through 

the tube’s full length, between two exhibition spaces. With some help we stretched the 

tube through the school building so it spiraled through the hallways connecting the two 

spaces. In each exhibition space there was a station for sending and receiving words, a 

booklet explaining the process, and a sign that explained through pictures how to interact 

with the tube’s opening.  

 

The exhibition booklet contained practical information about the tube, like: “The 

word-sendi-line-tube moves words 160m from one opening to the other.” There was a 

simple line drawing picture of an eye reading a booklet, an ear pressed against the 

opening of the tube and a mouth speaking into the tube at the optimal distance for 

sending words. To highlight the physicality of the word being moved we used pictures as 

examples and wrote about ‘moving’ words instead of saying or speaking. This was a key 

game rule we set to steer how people approached the work.  

 

The explanation to activate the work was the following: 

 

To begin moving words you send ‘Júhú’ through the tube. If it is received you               

will hear through the tube ‘Hújú’, then the word moving process can begin and              

the sending and receiving stations are open. To move a word through the tube              

you then say: ‘My word is sunshine.’ To give the other person the chance to               

send a word you ask: ‘What is your word?’. To thank the other for moving               

words and close the stations you send ‘Dooda’.  13

 

13 See image 16 
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In the critical discussions following the exhibition it came up that the words, as they 

were being uttered into the tube, were dis-associated from their practical meaning. On the 

opening night the installation was activated by the visitors of the exhibition who sent 

words between each other.  

 

In our own play and exploration inside the sandbox of the ÓUBA we knew who was 

on the other end. What we hadn’t foreseen, but happened at the opening, was that people 

were very curious about who was at the other end. This element became a big part of the 

experience, that there was an intimate moment happening between two people and the 

two spaces, but the participants didn’t know with whom.  

 

With the installation we wanted to create a space where in a simple and magical 

world, words are moved. A place where the physicality of words moving through a tube 

could have attention drawn to it and be imagined. The guidelines and the installation 

were the sandbox in which the playful and explorative nature of the action of speaking 

through the tube took place.  As with Le Guin’s work, we set the rules, but ultimately 14

the participants wrote the story. Once people were invited into the sandbox to play many 

things happened. At one point someone was singing an opera, and then someone 

screamed relentlessly, causing the tube to vibrate. This was magical.  

14 See images 16-21 
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4. On Becoming 

An art that affects you in the moment, but which you then find hard to remember                

or define, is straining to bring you to another level. It offers images or ideas from                

that other level, that other way of being, which is why you find them hard to                

remember. But it has opened to you the possibility of growing into what you are               

not yet, which is exactly what art should do. 

 Richard Foreman  15

 

This chapter argues that one way to open yourself up to the possibility of growing into 

what you are not yet, is to assume different roles.  

4.1 Roles, etc.  

In our practice Silla and I talk about putting on different hats. The hats I’m referring to 

are the different roles that we assume. As our practice develops our different sandboxes 

are being filled with more and more hats. For example by becoming company owners, 

putting on those metaphorical hats, and putting the I’m Sorry Company into the world, we 

are using the familiar form of a company to create a platform for the work.  

 

I think of this act as a way of becoming. You can imagine that an actor who plays a 

doctor for years on television has a certain relationship to this role. They certainly aren’t 

real doctors but they have stretched into the role in ways that might only be possible 

exactly because they are not doctors. In our practice we are interested in exploring that 

freedom, and exploring what it can actualize when you don’t have to follow the rules, 

what possible worlds can be created. 

 

15 Maggie Nelson, The Art of Cruelty, 51.  
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In my more recent works with Silla we have been exploring how we can share and 

create a platform for others to gain similar agency. This process has opened up for us a 

way to create, in our sandboxes, alternative worlds. 

4.2 Vatnshelda Galleríið (e. The Waterproof Gallery) 

When we just started studying at Iceland University of the Arts where there is a very 

tightly knit community, Silla and I were freshly introduced into the culture of gallery and 

museum openings and we were eager to explore that further, celebrate the culture, and 

see what happens when we collaborated with artists working in different fields. So we 

took on the roles of gallarists. 

 

Vatnshelda Galleríið (e. The Waterproof Gallery), is not waterproof, so the works 

inside of it must be (or they get wet). Over the course of five days we held five openings 

at the gallery, each day starting with an Opening Festival which Silla and I arranged. We 

put out an Open Call where we invited artists and creatives to apply with an exhibition. 

Our intention was to provide space for all sorts of creations, in a marathon of celebration. 

As a result we hosted a variety of works: a writer set up a reading, two actors did a radio 

theatre (útvarpsleikrit), a very crammed concert took place and many other performances 

and  installations.  

 

At a group exhibition called Spook the Neighborhood, we created a promotional 

booth for Vatnshelda Galleríið where we handed out name cards and introduced people to 

the gallery.  We contacted people who had come to attend different openings and 16

invited them to explain their experience of the work and the openings they had attended. 

We recorded their account. At the exhibition we promoted the gallery and people were 

able to experience the openings through these verbal testimonials. The exhibition goers 

were also invited to sign up for a lottery where the winner would get the chance to set up 

an exhibition in the gallery.  

16 Image 1 
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The original structure of the gallery was then stolen from Silla’s backyard and we had 

to make a decision on how we would continue the space. As we were going abroad we 

decided to make an exact model of the original gallery but small enough (H: 50cm, W: 

10cm, L: 45cm) to ship in a cardboard box. Along with the box we made an Openings 

Handbook, which contained instructions on how to hold an opening. The small gallery 

then traveled to Den Hague where Gréta Jónsdóttir and Margrét Dúadóttir using the 

booklet held an opening Private Pool Party.  Where they made a paper mache scene of a 17

pool party that they placed in the gallery on the beach. 

 

In August 2019 we built a new gallery in the same proportions as the original and sent 

out an open call for seven artists to hold performances in the gallery during Reykjavík’s 

culture night, a yearly event held by the city. This time we built a rain machine on top of 

the gallery, so that the artists could control the weather.  

 

In reflection on the process of the roles we assumed, we recently wrote Game Rules: 

Vatnshelda Galleríið for ourselves.  At each opening we documented steps in this 18

process, opening up new questions for us in connection to the gallery world: what does it 

mean to create space, how is experience documented, and how to give form and value to 

experience which is essentially invisible. Becoming gallarists taught us, empowered us, 

and hopefully gave others power too. 

 

4.3 Tara and Silla’s Hair Salon  

 

At Tara and Silla’s Hair Salon we cut hair.  The framework is that it is a hair salon. It 19

opened in November 2019. When there is an open-day people are welcome to come and 

and get a haircut, or to cut hair.  

17 Image 5 
18 Image 6 
19 Image 23 
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Once we adopted the framework of the hair salon, and in extension become 

hairdressers, we were able to stretch the ideas we have about getting haircuts, and cutting 

hair. Sometimes we make small talk, sometimes other people come in and cut hair, 

sometimes people cut their own hair. We saw a video of someone cutting hair with a 

knife so we wanted to try this and at our Christmas event we invited people for walk-in 

haircuts. We invited a guest hairdresser, who is a chef, and to come and cut hair with her 

cooking knife on a board. That night we gave, in collaboration, eleven Christmas 

haircuts.   20

 

The act of living the words “We can do it. We can do anything!” is enabled by us 

taking on this role. We put on the metaphorical hairdresser hats and allowed ourselves to 

embody that role. Our guest haircutters too, who were not professionals but by assuming 

the roles, real hair was cut including ours and the experience was a new one. In 

becoming, there is an opening for growth and exploration.  

20 Images 24-27 
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5. On Collaboration and Finding Agency 

Although we as individuals sometimes forget that we are talented and clever,            

the collective never forgets. It remembers everything. And pushes onwards. 

The Imposter Poets  21

 

In collaboration there is an agency to be found. The rhizome, is a philosophical 

concept—based on the idea of a decentralized network—presented by the duo Gilles 

Deleuze and Félix Guattari, which is outlined in their book A Thousand Plateus. They 

state that “[a]n assemblage is precisely [an] increase in the dimensions of a multiplicity 

that necessarily changes in nature as it expands its connections”  Experience is an 22

assemblage it is chaotic, it changes rapidly in nature, and it is decentralized. That is 

perhaps why it is so hard to talk about the products of performance art. The more factors 

you add into the equation—the more people—the more chaotic it becomes, but we 

should not fear chaos, for it is wild energy that is exactly pertinent to experience.  

 

5.1 The Imposter Poets  

The thought that ideas are interconnected and to be found everywhere, in each other and 

the everyday, is a cornerstone to finding freedom, activating the imagination and 

inspiration. The Imposter Poets have released three books of poetry, which have been 

given out as a part of a collective body of work. Each poem retains the anonymity of it’s 

author. Anonymity is one of their game rules. Within their framework and on par with 

21 Literary Hub, “The Imposter Poets of Iceland Release a Manifesto” lithub.com. December 4 2019. accessed 
December 12, 2019, 
https://lithub.com/the-impostor-poets-of-iceland-issue-a-manifesto/?fbclid=IwAR1wxP9vzOlP9zHMopqoV6HJ
UD23VCUdet90V3c-hLJvJnT-QcY8UGW9B-s  
22 Gilles Deleuze, and Félix Guattari.  A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. (London: Athlone 
Press, 1988) 8. 
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their game rules, they “experiment, make mistakes and try new things.”  The collective 23

recently released a manifesto, where they explain that their name Imposter Poets, “is a 

reference to impostor syndrome—the feeling that waits to sneak up on you, that other 

people will realize you have no idea what you’re doing.”  Their game rules being a key 24

to shedding that feeling and together they turn the idea of feeling like an imposter on its 

head.  

 

5.2 The Icelandic Love Corporation 
 

Collaboration and empathy is a key factor to the success of the Icelandic Love 

Corporation (ILC), as they have been working together since 1996. The ILC use play, 

and extravagance in their performances and Silla and I are very inspired by their work. 

They create costumes which they use to enter different roles, and build their sandboxes. 

Their motto and leading light is that “love conquers all”.  They see themselves working 25

as one whole, and their one of their game rules is that they don’t talk about who has done 

what, that in the close work they do together it is impossible to say who brought what to 

the table.  

 

On the practical and general social importance of collaboration and sharing Jóni 

Jónsdóttir, one of the members, says that:  

 

[t]he idea is that there are not clearly defined roles, that everyone expresses their              

thoughts and ideas on what the other is doing should also be embedded in society.               

It is for example problematic when the universities and the intellectuals go to their              

individual corners and the businesses work in theirs and the conversation between            

them is lost. There is greater equality and greater understanding of what others are              

23Literary Hub “The Imposter Poets of Iceland Release a Manifesto” 

24 Ibid. 
25 The Icelandic Love Corporation. Accessed December 20th 2019, ilc.is 
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doing in collaboration. Then these tensions of endless walls and arguments do not             

form.   26

 

The Icelandic Love Corporation’s extensive body of collaborative work is a great 

representation of this in practice. Their collaboration is a picture of the spirit of creation, 

sharing and love.   

26 Júlía Marinósdóttir “Gjörningaklubburinn í 20 ár” translated from Icelandic “þessi hugmynd um að það er 
ekki skýr hlutverkaskipan, allir skipta sér af öllu sem hinir eru að gera ætti líka að vera í samfélaginu, það er 
mjög slæmt ef háskólinn og akademínan einangrast inn í sér og viðskiptalífið vinnur í sínu horni og það er ekki 
samtal á milli. Það verður meiri jöfnuður og meiri skilningur á því hvað aðrir eru að gera og þá myndast ekki 
þessi togstreita sem mynda endalausa veggi og rifrildi.” Art Zine, 2016. December 20. 2019. 
https://artzine.is/gjorningaklubburinn-i-20-ar/  
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6. Finding Magic 

When I was a child I used to read a lot. In books I first found magic and went on 

countless adventures. In Harry Potter I discovered courage. In Madeline L’Engle’s A 

Wrinkle in Time I embarked on a journey through time. In Carolyn Keene’s Nancy Drew 

I solved crimes. In reading I found empathy and connection to worlds that were far from 

me - and a deep desire to live many lives. It were writers who enabled me with a sense of 

agency and that is magic. Ursula K. Le Guin, the writer of Earthsea a magical universe 

and pioneer in fantastical literature, says in an interview that, “[m]agic exists in most 

societies in one way or another, one of the ways it exists in many societies is that if you 

know the real name of things you have power over the thing - or the person. I do magic 

by knowing the names of things. I call it Earth Sea and there it is, it exists.”   27

Susan Sontag also talks about naming things, in her essay “Notes on Camp”, she 

begins: “Many things in the world have not been named; and many things, even if they 

have been named have not been described.”  She then goes on to write her notes on 28

‘Camp’, a sensibility within the arts, being the first academic text written on Camp she in 

sort named it.  

To know the names of things, you have to work with them. Think about them. Use 

the words. In our practice this is a key point when creating our works. The I’m Sorry 

Company is a company that helps people learn to say I’m Sorry through song because we 

have said it is. Naming the ÓUBA the word-moving-tube, gives it its purpose to move 

words.  

In creation, the act of naming things is constantly flowing and therefore the names 

change more rapidly perhaps. Because constant change is unavoidable and when we can 

see that and put a name to it, we give it power. I would like to call it magic. Creation is a 

search for magic through play and as Gadamer puts it: “These forms of play are forms of 

27 Arwen Curry. Worlds of Ursula K. Le Guin. 
28 Sontag, Susan. Notes on "Camp" New York: Penguin Books, 2018, 3. 
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our freedom.”  How else than through the imagination are we to access moments of our 29

freedom? 

There is the question of how to capture the magic and relay it, if that is even possible, 

in performance. The Icelandic Love Corporation gave out a book on their work where 

they got testimonials of people who had witnessed their performances. Artist Þorvaldur 

Þorsteinsson writes the following on the group: 

 

I’ve never really appreciated what the ILC does. Their intentions are a mystery to              

me. The same goes for most of the allusions, symbolisms and meanings that no              

doubt saturate their works and attitudes [...] From now on, as always, it is enough               

for me to know that they are there, sneaking around us and plotting together in               

between dressing up, sauntering, handling, wielding, cutting, lighting, spreading,         

stacking, laying, carrying, braiding, prying, wakening, waking, and wondering.         

Not necessarily in this order, they seldom create anything in order anyways. More             

in fascinating chaos. Their presence is always so much larger than the news. The              

conclusion without exception is immeasurable. For it is invaluable. 

Þorvaldur Þorsteinson   30

 

Voila! A testament to the magic they conjure. In these words there is a mark that 

freedom is felt in their work. If not magic than I ask what is this that Þorvaldur describes 

and I ask that you consider it’s significance.  

 

When Silfrún and I started working together the world got bigger in a similar way as I 

felt when reading those books, and the world continuously gets bigger in our 

collaborations with others and between ourselves. In this space that is between us and 

29 Gadamer, Hans-Georg, “The Play of art” 124- 130. In The Relevance of the Beautiful and Other Essays. 
Edited by. Robert Bernasconi. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986, 130. 

 
30 Maria Kappel Blegvad edited, ARoS// New Nordic, The Icelandic Love Corporation- Love Conquers All!. 
Aarhus: Aarhus Kunstmuseum, 2016, 113. 
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others there is magic and freedom to be found. As Claire Bishop points out, trying to 

value experience in participatory art is somewhat like trying to “value what is invisible”31

but just as Þorsteinson reflects on the ILC that there is immeasurable significance of 

experiencing, I think that it must be possible. As our sandboxes multiply, they get filled 

with tools and there is a bigger access to the world. Somehow in this search agency is 

found and we are led to believe that we can do it. We can do anything. 

  

31 Claire, Bishop. Artificial Hell: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship, 6. 
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Conclusion  

In this thesis I have explored the way in which by thinking about the sandbox, and the 

process of building art out of a sequence of steps within it, we can critically examine the 

effects and principles of our work. To sum this up, the sandbox is a space for love and 

dreaming of the alternative. Whoever enters brings themselves and their own unique 

contribution and the games they already know how to play. There are familiar materials, 

and materials that can be shaped and reshaped into another form. It is a place where hope 

can be found. It is a place where the imagination knows no boundaries. 

During the course of writing this thesis, the process or structure of the sandbox 

construction came to light. Ultimately, the sandboxes Silla and I have built arise from a 

consistent method of practice, a way of thinking about creating spaces consciously. In 

that there is an agency, and freedom to be found. 

In between each variable in the sandbox there is a potential for the wild and 

unpredictable - and this is what excites me and propels me forward. Its value is 

immeasurable in its chaos, but significant nonetheless. The structure lends itself to 

constant change to inspire future creations and as that happens the sandbox can be built 

anew and magic will appear again.  
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Image List 

 

Image 1. Vatnshelda Galleríið Promotional Performance (2018) 

Silla and Tara, Reykjavík 

Installation of gallery promotional booth 

Performed and installed at group exhibition, Spook the Neighborhood.  

 

Image 2. Vatnshelda Galleríið Openings Festival Documentation (2018) 

Silla and Tara, Reykjavík. 

Documentation of Openings festival, sheets sewn together, guests mark their presence.  
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Image 3. Vatnshelda Galleríið: For Sale?! (2018) 

Silla and Tara, Reykjavík 

Sign at group exhibition Artist Run 

 

Image 4. Vatnshelda Galleríið Openings Festival: Strange Pastry (2018) 

Silla and Tara, Reykjavík  

One real cake three clay cakes. 
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Image 5. Vatnshelda Galleríið Performance Night: Ég mæli og ég æli (2019) 

Eva Bjarnadóttir performs, Reykjavík  

Performance by Eva Bjarnadóttir  

Rain machine hanging over gallery during performance, Eva controlled the weather. 

 

 

 

Image 5. Private Poolgarden (2018) 

Installation by Margrét Dúadóttir and Gréta Jónsdóttir, Den Hague 

In Portable Vatnshelda Galleríið  

Picture by Margrét Dúadóttir and Gréta Jónsdóttir 
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Image 6. Vatnshelda Galleríið Game Rules (2019) 

Silla and Tara, Reykjavík 

Game Rules for Gallerínas 
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Image 7. I’m Sorry Company (2018-) 

Silla and Tara, Reykjavík 

Installation of office of I’m Sorry Company 

Performance and Installation 

Image 8. I’m Sorry Company (2018-) 

Silla and Tara, Reykjavík 

Installation of office of I’m Sorry Company at Plan-b Festival 

Performance and Installation 
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Image 9. I’m Sorry Company Manifesto (2019) 

Silla and Tara, Borganes 

Manifesto and installation at Plan-b Festival 2019 

 

 

Image 10. I’m Sorry Company Formula (2018) 

Silla and Tara, Reykjavík 
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Images 11-15. Tara & Silla 

ÓUBA: orðsendinga-rör-túba. Installation 2019. 
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Image 16. Tara Njála Ingvarsdóttir og Silfrún Una Guðlaugsdóttir, ÓUBA: 

orðsendinga-rör-túba, Bæklingur, 2019.  
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Images 17-22. Tara Njála Ingvarsdóttir og Silfrún Una Guðlaugsdóttir, ÓUBA: 

orðsendinga-rör-túba, rörið, bæklingar, leiðbendingaskilti, þáttekendur, Kubburinn, 

Naflinn- sýningarými 2019. Ljósmyndir á opnun eftir Stefán Árna Þorgeirsson. 
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Image 23  

Tara Njála Ingvarsdóttir og Silfrún Una Guðlaugsdóttir 

Tara & Silla’s Hair Salon 

 Poster 
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Images 24- 27  

Tara Njála Ingvarsdóttir og Silfrún Una Guðlaugsdóttir 

Tara & Silla’s Hair Salon 

Happening. 
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